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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 8 Nov 2017 13:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07729751912

The Premises:

Claire’s apartment is somewhat distant from the town centre, but easy enough to find with GPS.
The flat itself had a lot of clutter, but I wasn’t there to make a property inspection! Bedroom was
well appointed and washing facilities available.

The Lady:

Claire is a petite lady, with an enthusiastic, bubbly personality. She was clean and proved to be very
affable throughout the booking. Some may consider her slightly chaotic in her organisational skills,
but therein lies the allure to correct, take the lead and have her succumb to your wishes!

The Story:

To be strictly honest, the initial comms for this meet proved rather annoying. Made the appointment
first thing in the morning and was initially texted a time and postcode. When I arrived, Claire was
otherwise occupied and was unable to answer her phone. Once texts were resumed, it proved that I
was in the wrong location, so had to scamper relatively quickly to the new one, which was over a
mile away. After all of the initial disruptive start of things, the actual meeting went very well. It can
only bode better for the future now knowing the location. First-timers may wish to have address and
location clarified well in advance.
So, after all of that, it was good to get into the flat, grab a glass of water and begin the action with
Claire.
All services were provided as advertised and I left fully sated. A nice, gentle kisser, it was both
soothing, pleasurable and delightful to spend a brief appointment with this lovely lady.
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